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Absfract--This paper develops and analyses a dynamic model of peak period traffic flows and delays in 
a congested urban corridor. The model consists of a continuous traffic flow model and a probabilistic 
travel demand model of the choice of departure time. Analytical solution is obtained for the model under 
no congestion and numerical simulations are used to investigate the general case with congestion. The 
results demonstrate the interdependencies among upstream and downstream bottlenecks and the 
interactions among the traffic from different origins, 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Several studies have employed a deterministic departure time choice model to analyse the temporal 
distribution of the queues in a network with one origin/destination pair and a single bottleneck 
[1-7]. For the same problem, de Palma et al. [8] have developed a stochastic equilibrium model 
that was embedded in a dynamic model by Ben-Akiva et al. [9] and used for a variety of simulation 
experiments o analyse the effects of capacity, pricing and flexibility of arrival times on the pattern 
of traffic congestion. 
For practical purposes, it is useful to extend these works to more complex and realistic networks. 
Recently, Ben-Akiva et al. [10] have studied the joint decision of departure time and route choice 
in a system consisting of several routes in parallel and one origin/destination. I  this paper, we 
examine the case of a road network in an urban corridor with multiple origins and a single 
destination. We make the usual assumption that the departure time choice of an individual 
traveller results from a tradeoff between travel time and schedule delay. We then show how 
individuals' decisions interact and give rise to the congestion phenomenon. The problem is 
analytically untractable ( xcept in the non congested case) and will be discussed mainly with results 
of numerical simulation experiments. We note that our model is similar to the macro-particle traffic 
simulation model developed independently in Refs [11, 12]. Moreover, it is worth mentioning that 
the interaction of queues in series has been studied in the literature for independent arrival 
processes whilst here, the arrivals depend on the state of the system. 
Consider an urban corridor which is partitioned into N + 1 cells (or segments) indexed 
i = 0, 1 . . . . .  N. This subdivision is such that within each cell, the traffic conditions can be 
reasonably assumed homogeneous--in our simulations, the length of each cell will be equal to 
2 km, which seems plausible when there is no excessive congestion (e.g. in the Los Angeles area): 
some researchers suggest amaximum of 150 ft for a dense urban area. A fixed number of Pt vehicles 
originate in cell i and go successively through cell, i, i - 1 . . . . .  and 0 to reach the destination which 
is in cell 0. This corridor epresentation is depicted in Fig. 1. This figure also displays the notation 
used, where: 
~.,(t, co ) -- departure rate (i.e. number of vehicles per unit of time) of vehicles 
originating in cell i at time t on day co; 
~ON+l(t, oJ)= arrival rate in cell N, at time t on day co, of vehicles arriving from 
outlying areas outside the corridor which are destined to cell O; 
?A preliminary version of this paper was presented at the Worm Conference on Transportation, Hamburg, MarCh 1983. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the corridor. 
~(t ,  co) = flow of vehicles from cell i to cell i - 1 at time t on day co 
and 
tp0(t, 09)= arrival rate at the destination in cell 0, at time t on day co. 
In the following section we present he traffic flow model which considers the departure rates 
2,.(t, 09), i = 0, 1 . . . . .  N, as given and determines the flows tRy(t, to) and the origin to destination 
travel times. Section 3 is concerned with the travel demand model which considers the travel times 
as given and predicts the departure rates 2/t,  co) using a continuous-logit model. In Section 4, we 
describe the interaction between supply and demand in a dynamic (day-to-day) framework. In 
Section 5, we analyse the properties of the dynamic model in simplified cases in which the speeds 
in the different cells are considered to be given or are known functions of time t; it is shown that 
the departure rates 2~(t, co) and the arrival rates in cell 0 can then be determined exactly. In the 
general case where the speeds are flow-dependent, such an analysis cannot be achieved, and we 
present in Section 6 a simulation algorithm of the model; simulation experiments are performed 
to demonstrate various properties of interest. Finally, in Section 7, we draw conclusions and 
propose several extensions. 
2. THE TRAFF IC  FLOW MODEL 
In this section we suppose that the departure rates 2~(t, co) are given. We develop a model of 
the evolution over time of the traffic flows in the system and derive equations for origin to 
destination travel times. 
Let  X~(t, co), i = O, 1 . . . .  , N ,  be the number of vehicles in cell i at time t on day o9. For each 
cell, we write the following differential equation which expresses the flow conservation i a cell: 
ox,(t, 09) 
~t 
- -  = 2,(t, 09) + (Pi+l(t, 09) -- (oi(t , to), i=0,  1,... ,N. (1) 
The arrival flow in cell i includes the vehicles originating in cell i, at the rate of ~(t, 09) and those 
coming from cell i + 1 at the rate of ~oi+, (t, to). The rate of outflow from cell i is just equal to 
tp,.(t, 09); this implies that no extra delays occur when vehicles are shifting from one cell to another 
one. Let d~, i = 0, 1 , . . . ,  N, be the average distance to cross cell i, and vi(t, 09), i = O, 1 . . . . .  N ,  the 
average speed in cell i at time t on day to. Assuming that the speed of a vehicle in a cell is constant, 
we express the time that it takes for a vehicle to cross a cell i by dJv i ( t ,  09). We further assume 
that the traffic conditions in a cell are homogeneous and the flow (p~(t, 09) can be expressed by 
Xi (  t, 09) 
tp,(t, o9) = di/v,(t, co)' i = O, 1 , . . . ,  N.  (2) 
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Substituting expression (2) in differential equation (1), we get 
(d~( t ,  to___... )=).,(t ,  to)-~ v'+'(t ' to) Xi+,(t,  to) V,( to), Ot d,+, t~to) x,(t, 
° x~(  t'to ) = 2~( t' to ) + q~ + l ( t' to v~(--~ to ) X~( t' to )" 
i --0, 1 . . . . .  N -  1 t
(3) 
Once the vehicles arrive at their destination, they begin a process of search for a parking space, 
parking the vehicle and walking to the final destination. This parking process at the work place 
can be formulated with the same type of approximation. Let X~(t ,  to) be the number of vehicles 
searching for a parking space at time t on day co. We denote the average time for parking for a 
vehicle searching a space at time t on day to by 1/O (t, to). This yields 
coX*(t, to) _ Vo(t , to) Xo(t, to) _ • (t, to)X*( t ,  o9). (4) 
dt do 
We denote by ~(t ,  to) the arrival rate at work at time t on day to, that is 
~(t ,  to) = • (t, to)X*( t ,  to). (5) 
It is worth noting that if the vehicles arrived at the destination immediately find a parking place, 
which implies O(t, to)--, oo, then X*(t ,  o~)~0 and ~(t ,  co) is equal to Vo(t, to)Xo(t, to)/do. 
Next we need to specify the expressions for the rates • (t, to) and the velocities v~(t, to). The 
situation in which • and the vi's are constant (or exogeneous functions of time) t will be discussed 
in detail in Section 5. In general, however, they depend on the number of vehicles in circulation. 
We will make the following assumptions: O (t, to) is only a function of the number of vacant 
parking spaces, defined as P - Y0 (t, co), where P represents the total number of parking spaces and 
Yo(t, to) is the number of vehicles which have parked before time t on day co. Moreover, for each 
cell i, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  N, v~(t, to) depends only on the number X~(t, to) of vehicles in circulation in cell 
i. For cell 0, Vo(t, to) is function of Xo(t, co) (but can also depend on the number X0* (t, to) of vehicles 
searching for a parking place). In the simulation experiments, we will use specific functions for 
O(t, to) and for the vi(t, to)'s. The origin to destination travel times can now be calculated as 
follows. Let: 
tti(t, to) = travel time for a vehicle entering cell i at time t on day to, that is the 
time to cross cells i, i - 1 . . . . .  0 and to park at the destination; 
Att~(t, to) = time to cross cell i for a vehicle entering cell i at time t on day to; 
Att*(t, co) = parking time for a vehicle arriving at the destination at time t on day 
to; 
/'~l,(t, to), 
and 
i = 0, 1 . . . . .  N, j = 0, 1 . . . . .  i, be the arrival time in cell j for a vehicle 
entering cell i at time t on day to. 
i = O, 1 . . . . .  N, be the arrival time at the destination (before parking) 
for a vehicle entering cell i at time t on day co. 
The arrival times T~jb~(t, to) can be computed by the following recurrence formula: 
f T~l(t, to) = t, i = O, 1 . . . .  , N, T~,(t, to )= T~+tl,(t, to)+Attj+~[T~+ti,(t, to),to], j = -1 ,0  . . . . .  i -  1, i =0,  1 . . . . .  N. (6) 
The travel times ttt(t, to) are given by 
tti(t, to) = T~_l~(t, to) + Att*[T~_tl~(t, to), to] - t, i = O, 1 . . . . .  N. (7) 
We next specify the trip segments travel times Attt(t, to) and Att*(t ,  to). For that we use the 
approximation that the speed of a vehicle in each cell does not change while crossing the cell. Thus, 
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the AttAt, to)'s can be computed by 
Atti(t, to) = di/vi(t, to), 
For Att*(t ,  to), a similar argument leads to 
i=0 ,1  . . . . .  N. (8) 
Att*(t ,  to) = 1/~ (t, oo). (9) 
3. THE DEMAND MODEL 
In this section, we consider the travel times ttj(t, o9) to be known and derive the departure rates 
2j(t, 09). The basic model used is the logit model for the choice of departure time [13]. This model 
for work trip scheduling has been estimated by several authors including Cosslett [14], Abkowitz 
[15], and Hendrickson and Planck [16]. 
Let [t 0, to + 7"] be the set of available departure times for the drivers. The probability p~(t, to)dt 
that a driver originating in cell i depart during the time interval [t, t +dt ]  on day to is derived from 
the following continuous logit model of Ben-Akiva and Watanada [17]: 
//',0+ r
pi(t, co) = exp[V~(t, to ) /~] / [  exp[V~(u, to)/p] du, i = 0, 1 . . . . .  N, (10) 
~dr 0 
where V~(t, to) is the measured utility for a departure from an origin in cell i at time t on day to, 
and # is a scale parameter which measures the degree of heterogeneity n the choice behavior. Note 
that as/~ --* 0, the decision becomes deterministic, i.e. individuals choose with probability one the 
departure time whose utility is maximum. The utility function is assumed to account for the 
following two attributes: on the one hand, a driver wishes to minimize travel time tt~(t, to), and 
on the other hand, a driver has a desired arrival time represented by the time interval 
[t* - A, t* + A], where t* denotes the center of the period and A is half its length. The disutility 
associated with travel time is assumed to increase linearly at a constant rate ~t > 0, and the disutility 
associated with the schedule delay (i.e. the difference between actual and desired arrival time) 
increases linearly at a rate fl > 0 for early arrival time and fly > 0 for late arrival time. Let ~(to) 
and ~(to) be the first and the last departure times for vehicles in cell i to arrive on time on day 
to, that is 
( ~(to) = t* -- A - tti['i'i(to), to], 
t~(to) t *+A tti[~(to),to], i=O,  1 . . . . .  N. (11) 
The utility function V~(t, o9) is then equal to (see also the detailed derivation in de Palma et al. 
[8]) 
Vi(t, to)=-~ttt i ( t ,  o )+f lA [0 l - f l0 [ t * - t - t t i ( t ,  to)], i=0 ,1 , . . . ,N ,  (12) 
where 
~ 1 for early arrivals, i.e. t ~< ~(to), 
0 = ~ 0 for on time arrivals, i.e. ~/(to) < t < ~(to), 
[. -7  for late arrivals, i.e. t I> t~(to). (13) 
Consequently, if the utility functions V~(t, co) are viewed as given functions of time t, the departure 
rates 2i(t, to) are 
2i(t, co) = Pipi(t, co), i = O, 1 . . . . .  N, (14) 
where P~ is the total number of types originating in cell i. 
4. THE ADJUSTMENT BETWEEN THE PERFORMANCE AND 
THE DEMAND MODELS 
In the preceding two sections, we have derived the travel times from a given distribution of 
departure rates and developed a model for the departure rates as functions of a given distribution 
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of travel times. The interaction between the supply and the demand models will be formulated in 
a dynamic day-to-day framework. We suppose that every day an individual driver may reevaluate 
his[her departure time choice on the basis of the previous day travel times. We assume that choice 
probabilities for the next day are given by the logit formula (10). As the departure rates are 
modified, the utility will also change value, which will again change the distribution of departure 
times. We further assume that the transaction cost is negligible in the decision of individuals to 
change their departure time choice. 
We have shown in previous papers [9, 18, 19] that the dynamic model based on the mechanism 
discussed above can be formulated in terms of the following differential equations: 
0At(t, to) 
dto =R[P~p,( t ,  09)- ,~t(t ,  to)], i =0, 1 , . . . ,N ,  (15) 
where R is a constant review rate of the departure time choice. Substituting expression (10) in 
equation (1 5), yields 
{ } O-~-~---=R Ptexp[V,( t ,  to)/#] exp[V,(u, to ) /p ]du-gt ( t ,  09) ,  i=0 ,1  . . . . .  N. (16) 
0 
Substituting the utilities Vt(t, to) given by expressions (12) and (13) in equation (16) results in the 
expression that predicts the time evolution of the departure rates 2~(t, 09). Nevertheless, note in 
expressions (6)--(9) that the utilities depend on the rate • (t, co) and the speed v~(t, to). 
The noncongestion case is treated in Section 5. For the congested situation, no analytical result 
can be obtained, except for the one bottleneck model [8], and a discussion will be made in Section 
6 using simulation experiments. In fact, the problem is very complicated because departure time 
decisions of each driver depend on the decisions of the other drivers (in all the cells). 
5. ANALYSIS OF THE NONCONGESTION CASE 
Suppose that the speeds are constant, hat is, vt(t, to) - vt, i = 0, 1 . . . . .  N, and the rate at which 
the vehicles park is also constant, hat is, • (t, 09) = O. Note, however, that the analysis presented 
below can be extended to the case where the v,.'s and O's are an exogenous function of time. 
From expressions (6)-(9), we find that the travel time are constant and equal to 
i 
tt~(t, 099) -- tt, = l /O + ~ dJoj, i = 0, 1 , . . . ,  N. (17) 
j=0  
The critical departure times ~(t, 09) and ~(t, to) defined in expression (1 l) are also constant, hat 
is, 7gt, to) - ~ and ~(t, 09) -- t~, i = 0, 1 , . . . ,  N; they satisfy the relation 
{ ~-~-----2A, i=0 ,1  . . . .  ,N, 
Ig 
t t _n=t~+4/v~,  i = 1,2 . . . . .  N. (18) 
A graphical representation f these time intervals for each cell directly shows the departure times 
that give rise to early, on time or late arrivals. For illustration, consider a corridor with 6 cells and 
suppose that the values of ~ and tt are as indicated in Fig. 2. Among the individuals leaving their 
home at time 3, for example those in cell 5 will arrive late, those from cell 4 on time and those 
from cell 0, 1, 2, 3 will arrive early. 
From expression (12), the utility function depends only on the departure times and is given by 
Vl(t, 09) =- V l = - ~tt, + f lA I O I - flO (t* - t - tt~), i = O, 1 . . . .  , N,  (19) 
where the function 0 is defined in equations (13). Consequently, the differential equations (16) for 
the departure 2t(t, to) reduce to linear nonhomogeneous differential equations. Their temporal 
solutions is, for to <~ t <~ to + T, 
At(t, to) = 21(t, 0) exp(--Rto) 
+P,{l-exp(-R09)}exp[Vi(t)//~]/f'O+rexp[Vt(u)/l~]du, i=O,  1 . . . . .  N, (20) 
/J,o 
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Fig. 2. The times ~ ( 
] I i 
3 4 S 
) and ~ (---) for a system with 6 cells. 
• cell 
where the integral can be computed using expressions (19) and (13). In the rest of the paper, we 
will suppose that the initial departure rates are constant, which implies that 2i(t, O)= P~/T, 
to <. t <~ to + T, i = O, 1 . . . .  , N. With this condition, it can be shown that for any given day co, each 
departure time distribution 2t(t, co) first increases, then is constant and finally decreases with time 
t, to ~< t ~< to + T. Moreover, for any time t, 2~(t, co) evolves exponentially with co towards the 
stationary state 
/ t',o+ r
lim )~(t, co)=,;.~(t)=P~exp[Vi(t)/Iz]/| exp[V,.(u)/iz]du, i=0 ,  1 , . . . ,N ,  (21) 
~O --¢ O0 ] t )  f 0 
which is stable. 
We now calculate the arrival rate at work go (t, co) defined in expression (5). We solve the system 
in expressions (3) and (4) of first order differential equations for X~(t, co), i = 0, 1 . . . . .  N, and 
X*(t, co). For the initial conditions: X*(0, co) -- X~(0, co) --- 0, i -- 0, 1 , . . . ,  N. The v~'s and ~'s are 
constant and the 2i(t, co)'s have been determined by expression (20). Thus the differential equations 
in expressions (3) and (4) are linear and nonhomogeneous. Because of the corridor structure of 
the (compartmental) system, their solution can be found by recurrence analytically. X~(t, co) is 
given by 
XN (t, CO) ---- exp(-- vM/d~)" exp(v~u/d~). [2N(U, CO) + ~0~÷ l (U, CO)] du, (22) 
0 
and the other quantities X~(t, co) are calculated by the following recurrence formula: 
f, lexp(vju/d~)[2~( u, X,.(t, co)=exp(-vit/di) co)+vi+lXi+l(u)/dj+n]du, i =0,  1 . . . . .  N -  1. (23) 
Finally go(t, co) is given by 
f: go(t, co) = OXg (t, co) = • (vo/do) exp( -  Ot) exp(Ou)X0(u, co) du. (24) 0 
These computations are simple but rather long. They lead to a unique closed form solution. By 
expressions (20), (19) and (13~, the analytical expression for each 21(t, co) depends on the position 
of t with regard to ~ and t;, which lengthens considerably the calculation of the integral in 
expressions (22) and (24). For this reason we treat in the appendix only the two last steps of the 
recurrence, that is, we deduce Xo(t, co) and X*(t, co) once X~(t, co) has been determined. 
6. ALGORITHM AND EXPERIMENTS 
In a congested network, the speed vl(t, co) depends on Xt(t, co), the number of vehicles in 
circulation in cell i, and the rate • (t, w) is a function of P - Yo(t, co), the number of available 
parking spaces where Yo(t, co) is the number of vehicles at time t on clay co which have already 
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parked. In this case we investigate the properties of the model by using a dynamic simulation of 
the differential equations in expressions (3), (4) and (16). 
6.1. Structure of  the simulation model 
The simulation is performed with a discrete time version of the model. The time t is represented 
by a discrete variable with h as the time unit. The system in expressions (3) and (4) can then be 
transformed into the following difference quations: 
"Xiv( t + h, co) = Xn( t, co) + h [2u(t, co) + (pN+ l(t, co) - -  vu( t, co ) Xlv( t, co )/d:¢], 
Xi(t + h, co) = Xi(t, co) + h [2i(t, co) + v,+ , (t, co)Xi+ 1 (t, co)/di+ l
--vi(t, co)X~(t, co)/d~], i = O, 1 . . . .  , N - 1, 
X* ( t  + h, co) = X*(t ,  co) + h [Vo(t, co)Xo(t, co)/d o - • (t, co)Xo(t, co)], 
Yo(t + h, co) = Yo(t, co) + hO (t, co)X* (t, co), (25) 
with 
t =to, to+h, to+2h . . . . .  to+T-h .  
For the demand model, the time co is represented by a discrete variable representing a day (or 
an iteration). The system (16) can then be reformulated as 
2,(t, co + 1) = 2,(t, co) 
f /to+ r ) 
exptV,(t, co)/.l/uE ° -  exp[V , (u ,  co ) / . ]  - co)~, i = o, 1 . . . . .  N. (26) 
Equation (26) assumes that drivers who alter their departure time on day co + 1 use information 
on travel times collected on day co. 
The structure of the simulation algorithm is summarized in Fig. 3. In the simulation experiments, 
the initial departure time distributions are assumed to be uniform, that is, 2i(t, 0)=pi / (T  +h) ,  
t =t  o , to+h, . . . , to+T,  i=0 ,1  . . . .  ,N. Moreover, it is supposed that ~p#+~(t, co)=0, t=to ,  
to + h , . . . ,  to + T, co = 0, 1 , . . . .  By expression (25), we calculate the numbers of vehicles Xi(t, co), 
X ,  ( t, co) and Yo( t, co). ~ ( t, co) and v~( t, co) depend on P - Yo ( t, co) and X~(t, co), respectively, 
through particular relationships discussed below. By expressions (6)-(9) and (11)-(13) we calculate 
successively the trip times tt~(t, co) and the utilities v~(t, co). Note that in order to calculate the 
ttt(t, co)'s, it is necessary to compute the X~(t, co)'s until the time denoted by to + T when the system 
can be considered to be empty. By expression (26) we determine the departure rates 2t(t, co + 1) 
for the next day and so forth. 
6.2. The parking time and speed relationships 
The rate • (t, co) is assumed to have the following form: 
(t, co) = a [P - Yo(t, co)]~, (27) 
where a and b are positive constants. This relationship assumes that the rate at which vehicles find 
a parking space is an increasing function of the number of available spaces. For b = 1, the function 
is linear: more generally a and b are specific to the characteristics of the network and the behaviour 
of the drivers. 
Two models are considered for the speed vi(t, co). In the first model, we assume that in every 
cell there exists a bottleneck such that the departure flow cannot exceed a fixed level denoted by 
sl. If the bottleneck is not congested, the speed in the cell is a constant: 
vt(t, co) = v~, i = O, 1 . . . . .  N, (28) 
where v, is the constant speed in cell i in the no congestion case. When congestion occurs in cell 
i, the departure rate is constraint by the capacity s;. Thus, the cTeparture rate from such a 
deterministic queue is [20]: 
cp,(t, co) = rain[s,, v,X,(t, co)/d,] i = 0, 1 . . . .  , N. (29) 
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I n i t ia l  condit ions : 
Xi(O,~ ) = 0 , i = O,l . . . . .  N; ~ = O, 1 . . . .  
X; (O,=)  : Yo(O,~) ;  w = O, I . . . .  
Xi(t,O ), t = t o , to+h . . . . .  to+T 
~ON+l(t, ) , t  = to, to+h . . . . .  to+T; ~ = O, l . . . .  
I 
L  =oJ 
f 
Xi ( t ,w) ,  i = O, l , . . . ,N ;  t = t o , to+h . . . . .  to+T 
Xo~(t,~), t = t o , to+h . . . . .  t o + T 
Yo(t ,~) ,  t = t o , to+h . . . . .  t o + T 
t 
t 1 
I I 
I i 
Fig. 3. The structure of the simulation algorithm. 
Tra f f i c  Flow 
model 
Demand 
model 
From expressions (2) and (29) for ~0~(t, co), we obtain the following model for the speed in a cell: 
v,.(t, co) =min{s,  di, v,X~(t, co)}/Xi(t, oo), i=0 ,  1 . . . . .  N. (30) 
The second model is based on a traffic flow relationship between speed and traffic density. A 
possible xample would be the "follow the leader" or the Greenshield's linear speed density formula 
[21, 22]. In order to avoid that the speed in a cell becomes trictly null, even for high density, we 
assume that 
v,(t, co) = v,/{1 + A [X,(t, to)/D,]S}, i = l, 2 . . . . .  N, 
vo(t, co) v0/{1 + A [(Xo(t, co) + X$(t,  co))/Do]S}, (31) 
where A and B are nonnegative constants, vt is the free-flow speed in cell i and D; is the length 
of the road network in i. The values of the D/s play the same role as the values of the capacities 
in the first model. We will assume that congestion occurs in cell i if the speed is below a critical 
value denoted by v c. The simulation program computes the times t~ c and t~ at which a congestion 
period begins and ends respectively in each cell i. Note that substituting b = 0 in expression (27), 
and a~ = oo in expression (30) or A = 0 (or B = 0) in expression (31) yields the special case analysed 
in Section 5. 
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6.3. Fuel consumption model 
For every day 09, the average fuel consumption per vehicle is denoted by E~(to) for cell i, 
i --- 0, 1 . . . . .  N, and by E (to) for the entire system. These are evaluated in the simulation program 
by using the following model that was developed by Evans and Herman [23]. During the time 
interval [t, t + dt), a vehicle with velocity v (t) consumes a quantity of fuel de(t) given by 
de(t) = I f+  g/v(t)]v (t) dt, (32) 
where f and g are positive parameters. This relationship, which is realistic for low speeds, is 
appropriate for our model. Let 
Ae~(t, to)--quantity of fuel that a vehicle arriving at cell i at time t on day to 
consumes for crossing all i 
and 
Ae_|(t, to)= quantity of fuel that a vehicle arriving at the destination at time t on 
day to consumes for finding a parking space. 
For the same assumption made in expressions (8) and (9), we obtain from the model in expression 
(32): 
Aei(t, to) =fd~ + gdi/vi(t, to), i = O, 1 , . . . ,  N, 
Ae_,(t, to) = [fro(t, to) + g]/¢ (t, to). (33) 
Thus, the fuel consumption ei(t, co) of a vehicle originating from cell i at time t on day to can be 
written as 
i 
ei(t, to) = ~ Ae~[T~(t, to), to], i = O, 1 . . . . .  N, (34) 
j= - - |  
where T]i(t, to) are defined in expression (6). Substituting expression (33) in expression (34) yields 
} e~(t,o~)= 4+Vo[ra_j~(t, o),tol/~[r"_|~,(t, to),tol +gtt~(t,o~), i=0 ,  1 , . . . ,N .  (35) 
The average fuel consumption per vehicle E~(to) and E (to) can now be computed by the following: 
to+ T 
E~(to) = h ~, e~(t, to)2i(t, to)/P~, i = 0, 1 . . . .  , N, 
t=t  o 
E(to) = P~Ei(to) P,. (36) 
i=0  i 
6.4. Simulation experiments 
In this section we present he results of numerical simulation experiments. Our main purpose 
is to explore the qualitative behaviour of the system. Moreover, we will check empirically that for 
a given set of parameters, the stationary state is unique; this property has been proved in Section 
5 for the noncongestion case but remains a conjecture for situations with congestion. 
The base values of the parameters in the model are taken as follows: 
The corridor setting 
N = 3 (the number of cells is four) 
and 
dt = 2 km, i = 0, 1, 2, 3 (length of a cell). 
Travel demand model 
Pt = 1000 vehicles, i = 0, 1, 2, 3 (vehicles originating in a cell); 
to = 0 h (beginning of the period); 
T -- 4 h (end of the period); 
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R 
and 
h 
t* = 2 h (center of the desired arrival period at the destination); 
A = 0.3 h (half the length of the on-time arrival period); 
ct = 4 h- J (disutility of travel time); 
fl = 5 h-~ (disutility of early schedule delay); 
//7 = 5 h-~ (disutility of late schedule delay); 
= 1 (scale parameter of the logit model); 
= 0.05 day- 1 (review rate of departure time choices) 
= 0.04 h (time unit for the simulation). 
Parking time model 
P = 4000 vehicles (total number of parking spaces); 
a = 0.08 h (proportionality constant) 
and 
b = 0.5 (exponent). 
Speed-density relationships 
vi = 16 km h -~, i = 0, 1, 2, 3 (free flow speed); 
(i) So >> 1 (capacity of cell 0); 
s~ = 3200 vehicle h -~ (capacity of cell 1); 
s2 = 4000 vehicle h -~ (capacity of cell 2) 
and 
and 
(ii) 
s3 = 700 vehicle h-~ (capacity of cell 3). 
Di = 4 kms, i = 0, 1, 2, 3 (length of the road network); 
A = 0.09 (vehicle/km)-~/2 (parameter of the speed density model); 
B = 0.5 (parameter of the speed density model) 
vC= 8 km h -1 (critical speed of the congestion state). 
Fuel consumption model 
f = 0.112 1 km- ~ (fuel consumption per unit of distance) 
and 
g = 0.51h -z (fuel consumption per unit of time). 
Thus, we consider an 8 km corridor which is divided into four cells of equal ength. In every cell 
there is an equal number of 1000 trip origins which imply a total of 4000 vehicles that wish to arrive 
at the destination during a time interval of 0.6 h. (i.e. 2 x A). 
Two sets of simulation results are presented for the two different speed-flow models. Figures 
4(a)-(h) present he results for the base values of the parameters and the bottleneck traffic flow 
model. The stationary state of these simulation runs, that begins with uniform departure rates, is 
reached by the 120th day. The results shown in Figs 4(a)-(d) for the departure rate distribution 
is more pronounced as co increases. These figures also show that moving away from the destination, 
the mode of the departure rate distribution shifts to the left (i.e. to earlier departures) and the 
spread of the departure times decreases because of the additional delays on route to the destination. 
Figures 4(e) and (g) show that traffic congestion occurs only in cell 3. Figure 4(e) shows that parking 
time increases rapidly towards the end of the morning peak period. Figure 4(t") depicts a smooth 
rate of arrivals at the destination. It is the result of an aggregation of the different streams of traffic 
from the four origins. 
Figures 5-7 present he results of change in few key parameters of the model. Figures 5(a) and 
(b) show the effects of changing the capacity of the bottleneck in cell 3. In the base case discussed 
above the capacity of cell 3 is 700 vehicles and it is the only congested bottleneck. Figure 5(a) shows 
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that congestion in cell 3 disappears when s3 is increased to 1260 vehicles. Note also that as s3 
increases, the length of the congestion period in cell 3 (i.e. t~ - t'~) decreases and the length of the 
period of on time departures (i.e. t 3 - - /3 )  increases and is a constant under no congestion. Figure 
5(b) demonstrates the impact that changing the capacity of an outlying bottleneck may have on 
a more centrally located bottleneck. As the capacity of the bottleneck in cell 3 is increased (and 
the level of congestion diminishes there), the level of congestion in cell 1 increases. For values of 
s3 between 790 and 1260, congestion exists in both cells 3 and 1 and for s3 > 1260 congestion exists 
only in cell 1. These results demonstrate he interdependencies among bottlenecks in a corridor. 
Comparing Fig. 6 with Fig. 4(e) shows how the travel times are affected by the limited parking 
supply. By eliminating the parking constraint in the base case, the travel times become constant 
except for the traffic congestion period in cell 3. Figure 7 shows the effect of the parking rate on 
fuel consumption. As the parking rate increases, there are fewer vehicles circulating in cell 0 and 
the fuel consumption decreases for traffic originating from all cells as shown in this figure. 
Figures 8-10 present simulation results for the second traffic flow model which is based on a 
continuous nonlinear speed--density relationship. In these runs the value of D~ was taken to be the 
same in all cells, which is equivalent to equal capacities in all cells in the bottleneck model. The 
stationary state for these simulations were reached by the 80th day. 
Figures 8(a)-(d) depict he departure rate distributions in the four cells for three different values 
of the parameter A of the speed-density model. This parameter represents the sensitivity of the 
speed to density; a value A --- 0 assumes a constant free-flow speed. The results clearly show how 
the spread of departure times diminishes as the sensitivity of speed to traffic density increases. The 
departure time distributions also shift to the left because of lower speeds. 
Note that any point in time at which the curvature of a departure rate distributions is 
discontinuous corresponds to one of the critical time values given in Fig. 8(t). 
The arrival rate distribution is shown in Fig. 8(e) to be smooth as in the bottleneck model results 
in Fig. 4(f). Figure 8(e) also shows that increasing the sensitivity of the speed to traffic density 
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increases the spread of the arrival rate distribution at the destination. A similar effect is shown in 
Figs 9 and 10. Increasing the parameter A which measures the length of the on-time arrival period 
is shown in Fig. 9 to cause the height of the arrival rate distribution to decrease. Figure 10 shows 
that the same effect results from increasing the scale parameter of the probabilistic choice model 
which implies a greater level of variability of unmeasured eparture time preferences. 
For all the simulations mentioned, the system reaches a unique stationary state (that is a 
stationary state independent of the initial conditions). 
7. CONCLUSION 
This paper developed a model of traffic congestion in a corridor and used it with numerical 
simulation experiments to demonstrate some properties of traffic flow in a congested corridor. It 
was shown, for example, that up stream and down stream bottlenecks interact in a complex fashion. 
Changing the capacity of one bottleneck affects the level of traffic congestion in the other. The 
analytic results in the no congestion case and the simulation experiments with the general model 
indicate that the model has a unique stationary state. 
The simulation model presented above suffers from a variety of limitations. The drivers are only 
differentiated by their origin location and unobserved random utilities. In reality, however, it is 
necessary to account for heterogeneous population of drivers with different optimal arrival times 
(i.e. different values for t*, A), and different tastes parameters (i.e. different values for ~, fl, ?, #). 
The model can treat these variations by dividing the population, for example, into several 
homogeneous market segments (see the discussion in de Palma et al. [8] on this topic). 
In the problem studied here, we considered the peak period traffic in a corridor with a single 
destination. In any real network there exists several destinations. The extensions to multiple origins 
and destinations of the model is rather straightforward if the route chosen between any 
origin/destination pair is given. The general problem presents more difficulties but would allow 
C.A.M.W.A. 14/3-~F 
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more accurate analysis of the consequences of local changes on the flows of vehicles in all the 
different links of the network. A first attempt in this direction is presented in Ben-Akiva et al. [10] 
for a jo int  choice of route and departure times in a system with parallel roads and a single 
origin/destination pair. A discussion of the general case is given in Ben-Akiva et al. [24]. The 
authors are actively working in this field and first results will be presented in a near future. 
Finally, we ment ion that the model introduced could be used to analyse the impact of different 
pricing policies; for a study of this type, the reader is referred to Naor  [25], Small [26], and de Palma 
and Arnott  [27]. 
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APPENDIX  
Three cases must be distinguished for the vehicles originating in cell 0 at t ime t on day co and arrive at work early, on 
time or late. By direct but tedious calculations, we finally obtain the following. 
(a) I f  to<~t <~: 
(vo/do)(Mo(co){exp[fl (t - to)/#] - exp[ -O  (t - to)]}/[@ + (fl/#)] + Lo(co){l - exp[ -¢ , ( t  - to)]}/¢' p.o(t, co) 
k 
_ [Mo(m ) + Lo(co)] {exp[-vo(t  -- to)/do] - exp[ -O  (t - to)]}/[~ - (vo/do)] 
+(vl/dl) I texp[_O( t_u) ]  l~exp[_vo(u _v) ]X l (v ,w)dv du),  (A.I)  
d to alto 
where 
Lo(co) = P0do exp( -  Rco)/Tvo, (A.2) 
Mo(co) fpo( [ l _exp(_Rco) lexp{[_~tto+f lA - f l ( t * - t to - to ) l /#}/ [ f f I /#)+(vo/do)  l expVo(U)/# du; (A.3) 
(b) I f  ~o<t <to: 
@ (vo/do)(Xo(~o, co){exp[-Vo(t - 7o)/do] [ -  • (t - to) + Vo(~o - to)/do]}/[O - (vo/do)] po(t, CO) 
x 
+ f-~o(co) { 1 -- exp[-- • (t -- to)]}/(Ovo/do) 
- ~(co)  {exp[ -  Vo(t - 7o)/do] - exp[ -•  (t - to) + Vo(7o- to)/dol}/[(Ovo/do) - (vg/dg)] (A.4) 
+(v,/d,)~'oeXp[-~(t-u)l~exp[-vo(u-v)/dolX,(v, co)dvdu ), 
where 
f_.o(co) = Po(exp(_ Rco )/T + exp(_r, tto/# )[l _ exp(_ Rco )] / f,i°+ rexp[Vo(U )/g ] du), (A.5) 
Xo(7o, co) = Mo(CO) exp[- fl (to - ~o)/#] 
+ Lo(co) - [Mo(co) + Lo(co)] exp Vo(to - ~o)/do + (vl/dl ) exp[vo (u - ~)/dolXt (u, to) du;  (A.6) 
(c) l f  ~o <~t <. to+ T: 
( . s ~(t,  co) = • (vo/do) Xo(to, co){exp[-Vo(t - ~o)/do] - exp[ -•  (t - t o) + Vo(t - to)/do]}/[O - (vo/do)] 
+Lo(co) {I - exp[ -O  (t - to)]}/O - Lo(to) {exp[-vo(t  - ~o)/do] - exp[ -O  (t - t o) 
+ vo(~o - to)/do]}/[ 0 - (vo/do)] + -~to(co) {exp[ -  fly (t - to)/#] - exp[ -  • (t - to)]}/[O - (~71#)1 
-2~fo(co ) exp[ - f l ?  (~o - to)/#] {exp[ -vo( t  - ~o)/do] - exp[ -  O(t - to) + vo(~o - to)do]}/[O - (vo/do)] 
_(vddj f~ expt-¢(t -u)l f~ exp[-vo(u -v)/do]X,(v,w)dv du), (A.7) 
where 
Mo(co) = Po[l - exp( -  R~)] exp{[ -  atto +/~AT - ~? (t* - tto - to)]/#} 
x/QfVo/do)-CS, l~)lf, i+~explVo(u)/u] d )
Xo(~o, to) = Xo (7o, to) exp( -  2Avo/do) + ~o(co) (do/vo)[ 1 - exp(-2Avo/do)]  
+(Vl/Sl) exp[Vo(U -- ~)do]Xl(u,  to) du. 
(A.8) 
(A.9) 
